Whole protein dissociation in a quadrupole ion trap: identification of an a priori unknown modified protein.
A protein mixture derived from a whole cell lysate fraction of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which contains roughly 19 proteins, has been analyzed to identify an a priori unknown modified protein using a quadrupole ion trap tandem mass spectrometer. Collection of the experimental data was facilitated by collision-induced dissociation and ion/ion proton-transfer reactions in multistage mass spectrometry procedures. Ion/ion reactions were used to manipulate charge states of both parent ions and product ions for the purpose of concentrating charge into the parent ion of interest and to reduce the product ion charge states for determination of product ion mass and abundance. The identification of the protein was achieved by matching the uninterpreted product ion spectrum against protein sequence databases with varying degrees of annotation, coupled with a scoring scheme weighted for the relative abundances of the experimentally observed product ions and the frequency of fragmentations occurring at preferential sites. The protein was identified to be an acetylated yeast heat shock protein, HS12_Yeast (11.6 kDa), with the initiating methionine residue removed. This constitutes the first example of the identification of an a priori unknown protein that is not present in an annotated protein database using a "top-down" approach with a quadrupole ion trap. This example illustrates the utility of relatively low cost instrumentation with modest mass analysis characteristics for the identification of modified proteins without recourse to enzymatic digestion. It also illustrates how experimental data can be used interactively with protein databases when the modified protein of interest is not initially present in the database.